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Figure 1: Mime is a compact, low power sensor for 3D gestural control of head mounted displays. It comprises a battery operated
active illumination three-pixel time-of-ﬂight (TOF) sensor, and a 2D RGB camera. Mime’s real-time signal processing pipeline
enables fast and precise 3D gestural control in cluttered environments, and in strong daylight and dynamic light conditions.
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ABSTRACT
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We present Mime, a compact, low-power 3D sensor for unencumbered free-form, single-handed gestural interaction with
head-mounted displays (HMDs). Mime introduces a realtime signal processing framework that combines a novel
three-pixel time-of-ﬂight (TOF) module with a standard RGB
camera. The TOF module achieves accurate 3D hand localization and tracking, and it thus enables motion-controlled
gestures. The joint processing of 3D information with RGB
image data enables ﬁner, shape-based gestural interaction.

ACM Classiﬁcation Keywords

H5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User
Interfaces. - Interaction Styles.
INTRODUCTION

Head mounted displays (HMDs) have gained widespread attention in anticipation of the launch of several consumerpriced units such as Google Glass1 and Oculus Rift.2 HMDs
had already been successfully deployed in niche commercial applications such as ﬂight navigation [15] and simulated
training environments; with the promise of low-cost HMDs,
users and developers alike are excited about the opportunities
in applications and interface design.

Our Mime hardware prototype achieves fast and precise 3D
gestural control. Compared with state-of-the-art 3D sensors
like TOF cameras, the Microsoft Kinect and the Leap Motion
Controller, Mime offers several key advantages for mobile
applications and HMD use cases: very small size, daylight insensitivity, and low power consumption. Mime is built using
standard, low-cost optoelectronic components and promises
to be an inexpensive technology that can either be a peripheral component or be embedded within the HMD unit. We
demonstrate the utility of the Mime sensor for HMD interaction with a variety of application scenarios, including 3D spatial input using close-range gestures, gaming, on-the-move
interaction, and operation in cluttered environments and in
broad daylight conditions.
∗

Historically, hand-held point-and-click controllers [14],
one-handed keyboards like the Twiddler [12], and voice
commands have been the primary modes of interaction with
HMDs. More recently, mobile devices like smart phones have
been used as HMD controllers [7]. These conventional technologies have limitations: joysticks and keypad controllers as
well as touch-based mobile devices are external to the HMD
unit; these hand-held controllers are often inconvenient and
undesirable in free-form interaction scenarios and mobile settings. Voice-activated control offers limited input functionality, it’s accuracy greatly varies from user to user and depends
on ambient noise levels. Voice input also raises user-privacy
concerns when used in public spaces.
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The limitations of conventional input technologies warrant
development of new sensors for intuitive and effective freeform gestural input for HMDs. Even outside of the HMD use
1
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Figure 3: The battery powered Mime sensor prototype.

Figure 2: Mime combines a new TOF sensor for precise 3D
tracking with RGB-image based gesture recognition.
case, there has been great deal of recent research on closeto-body gesture sensing (see Related Work). A requirement
for most of these interactions is a means of visually sensing
the human hand in mobile, fast-changing and cluttered backgrounds. Short-range 3D gestural control meets several of the
aforementioned performance metrics and design constraints.
However, the use of depth sensors in mobile and wearable
devices is currently prohibitive due to form factor and power
considerations.

plications that demonstrate the utility of our sensor, as well
as the effectiveness of close-to-body 3D gestures as an input
to HMDs. In our interactive scenarios, we use free-hand gestures for in-air 3D spatial input and interact with virtual displays while on the move, in cluttered environments and broad
daylight conditions (see supplementary video and Applications section). Our paint-and-draw application and 3D game
(Fruit Ninja) demonstrate the precise motion control and low
latency of the Mime sensor.

Design considerations: An input technology intended for
HMD control and interaction should ideally possess the following characteristics:

Contributions

Our main contributions encapsulated in the development of
the Mime sensor are summarized as follows:

• Technical: High accuracy, low power, low latency, small
size, daylight insensitivity, and robust performance in cluttered, noisy and fast-changing environments.
• User experience: Interacting with the HMD should be intuitive and should not induce fatigue upon prolonged use.
The input device must be able to support both motion- and
position-controlled gestures in 2D and 3D.
• User convenience: The sensor should be embedded within
the HMD to enable unencumbered user interaction. The
user should not be required to wear markers [17] or external sensors [9, 20] or carry additional touch pads.

1. A novel three-pixel TOF module for fast and accurate 3D
localization and tracking of a single hand.
2. A signal processing framework based on parametric modeling of optical signals that allows accurate 3D hand localization despite a small baseline, low system bandwidth,
and sub-Nyquist sampling of both space and time.
3. Fusion of 3D localization information provided by the TOF
module with RGB image-based information to improve the
accuracy and robustness of gestural recognition.
4. A compact, real-time hardware implementation of Mime
built entirely using low-cost, off-the-shelf parts.
5. Integration of the Mime prototype with smart glasses to
demonstrate interactive scenarios.

In this paper, to meet these needs, we introduce Mime—a
compact, low-power 3D sensor for short-range and singlehanded gestural control of HMDs. Mime provides fast and
accurate 3D gesture sensing. The sensor’s performance derives from a novel signal processing pipeline that combines
low-power time-of-ﬂight (TOF) sensing for 3D hand-motion
tracking with RGB image-based computer vision algorithms
for shape-based gestural control (see Figure 2).

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW AND COMPARISON

In this section, we brieﬂy overview Mime operation and highlight key technical distinctions from RGB cameras and depth
sensors used in HMD input and control.
Operation and Assumptions

The Mime sensor is built using off-the-shelf hardware and
is easily reproducible. As shown in Figure 3, it comprises
three unfocused, baseline-separated photodiodes; an omnidirectional, pulsed light-emitting diode (LED); and a standard
RGB camera. Mime can be embedded in the HMD unit or attached as a peripheral, thereby eliminating the need for markers, hand-worn sensors, or mobile controllers.

The Mime hardware comprises two modules:
1. A low-power time-of-ﬂight triangulation module built using a pulsed LED and a linear array of three photodiodes.
2. A standard RGB camera module.
Mime operates by ﬁrst using TOF triangulation for accurately
localizing the 3D hand position in the sensor ﬁeld-of-view
(FOV) (see Figure 4(a)). This is based on assuming interaction with a single hand in the sensor FOV which produces a
sharply-localized return time pulse. This is not unreasonable

Using the Mime hardware prototype along with Vuzix smart
glasses,3 we implemented a diverse range of gestures and ap3

STAR 1200XL Augmented reality system. www.vuzix.com
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Digits [9], Mime is developed around the design philosophy
of sacriﬁcing generality for performance or power.

(a)

Disrupting the computer vision pipeline: The conventional
vision pipeline involves capturing a full-resolution color
image or depth map using a 2D sensor array, followed by
processing it to identify and extract features of interest.
Mime disrupts this standard processing pipeline for the
speciﬁc problem of single-handed 3D gestural recognition.
Mime directly senses the feature of interest, i.e., the 3D hand
position, using a three-pixel TOF sensor. It further uses this
3D information to identify and process an ROI in the RGB
image to extract ﬁner features like orientations of ﬁngers.
In essence, Mime uses coarse 3D information to improve
the accuracy and robustness of traditional RGB image-based
gestural recognition by rejecting outliers and false positives.

(b)

Figure 4: The signal processing pipeline for Mime. (a). The
scene is illuminated using a pulsed LED and the backscattered light is time-sampled using 3 photodiodes. The time
samples are processed using a maximum likelihood estimation framework to acquire 3D hand coordinates. (b) These
coordinates are further used to identify a region-of-interest in
the RGB image, and process it to recognize hand gestures.

Depth super-resolution: Mime’s novel TOF signal processing framework achieves precise 3D localization and accurate range resolution relative to hardware speciﬁcations. The
key step in this processing pipeline is 3D triangulation. To
achieve ﬁne range resolution relative to working range, conventional TOF-based triangulation systems require a combination of very short pulses, a large baseline, and an array
with large number of detectors. Mime has a small baseline of
5−7 cm compared with the working range of 0−1.2 m; it also
uses a broad light pulse and a matched photodetector with
pulse width of 200 nanoseconds, and a sub-Nyquist sampling
bandwidth of 5 MHz. Despite these low hardware speciﬁcations, Mime achieves centimeter-accurate 3D localization.
This super-resolution is made possible through physicallyaccurate signal modeling and novel processing detailed later.

since, in typical interaction scenarios, a user does not have
objects in close proximity to his or her head—other than possibly a smooth surface like a wall, which results in a smooth
temporal response and does not disrupt hand localization.
Once this region of interest (ROI) is identiﬁed, the corresponding RGB image patch is processed to obtain detailed
hand gesture information using well-known computer vision
techniques (see Figure 4(b)).

Daylight insensitivity: Like other mobile devices, smart
wearables are intended to be used both indoors and outdoors.
Strong ambient light (such as daylight) causes structured light
sensors like Kinect or Leap Motion Controller to completely
fail, and it signiﬁcantly degrades the performance of TOF
cameras even though they have background cancellation technology [11]. Moreover, HMD operation involves constantlychanging light conditions, to which the aforementioned devices are sensitive as well. Mime’s signal processing only
makes use of high-frequency information, enabling it to be
robust to daylight and light ﬂuctuations by rejecting lowfrequency ambient light.

Mime is intended for short-range gesture sensing with a 0−4
ft working range. This is adequate for close-to-body interaction, and essential for avoiding fatigue upon prolonged use.
Key Technical Distinctions

Hybrid RGB and TOF sensing: RGB image-based gesture
input—including stereo methods—uses compact, low-power
and ubiquitous 2D cameras; however, it is inaccurate, unreliable, and quickly fails in cluttered environments containing
objects of different shape, color, and texture. In contrast, gesture recognition using depth cameras is robust and accurate
even in complex scenes; however, 3D sensors that use active
illumination are power intensive, sensitive to daylight, and require large heat sinks, and hence they currently are not used
in mobile devices.

RELATED WORK
Emerging Gesture-Controlled Interfaces

Mime is neither a general-purpose depth camera nor an RGB
image-based computer vision system. It combines the advantages of RGB image-based techniques for gesture control and
TOF-based 3D sensing while mitigating their respective disadvantages at the expense of generality.

The use of gestures for human-computer interaction is currently an active area. From a user-experience viewpoint, gestural control using 3D cameras has been demonstrated to be
an intuitive, robust, and widely-popular input mechanism in
gaming applications.4 Several new technologies, such as the
Leap Motion Controller5 and compact TOF cameras,6 are still
being explored for gesture-controlled interfaces in the context

Application-speciﬁc sensing: Mime is an applicationspeciﬁc sensor — it is only intended for single-handed
gestural interaction. It sacriﬁces generality of use to simultaneously satisfy performance criteria (high precision and low
latency) and technical constraints (low power and compact
form factor). Thus, like the Leap Motion Controller and

4
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of personal computing spaces. While the effectiveness of gesture control for accomplishing daily computing tasks remains
to be proven, researchers have recently demonstrated that 3D
gesture input is at least as effective as touch input for mobile
devices [8]. This ﬁnding raises interesting possibilities for
smart wearables, like HMDs, which lack a dominant input
interface like touch.
Close-to-body interactions: Several researchers have showcased the design of on-body and close-to-body gestural interfaces using a 3D camera mounted in different regions close to
the user; OmniTouch [5] mounts the 3D camera on the shoulder of the user, and ShoeSense [1] mounts a 3D camera on
a user’s shoe facing up. Another class of examples uses motion capture systems such as the Vicon to create applications
that track free-form hand movement, position, and orientation [2, 4]. The gesture pendant [18] is also an early example
of gesture recognition in a wearable device. All the above examples clearly demonstrate the need for 3D gesture sensing in
scenarios where the user is mobile, supporting our vision for
building sensors that can eventually be embedded in mobile
and wearable devices.

Figure 5: Accuracy vs. power comparison for compact, realtime HMD input technologies. The red dots denote devices
with high daylight sensitivity, and green dots denote devices
that operate under strong ambient light.

Gestural control with 2D cameras: Computer vision techniques allow the use of embedded 2D cameras to recognize
hand gestures [13]. These gestures have been widely used for
unencumbered line-of-sight interaction with mobile devices.
Standard RGB image-based gesture recognition suffers from
several technical problems: it has poor resolution and is not
robust in cluttered environments, it is computationally complex for mobile processors, and it supports only a small dictionary of simple motion-cued gestures like waving. RGB
image-based gesture recognition can be made more precise,
robust and generic at the expense of using of additional elements like color markers or infrared trackers [18].

Figure 6: Performance vs. encumbrance comparison for
HMD input technologies.
consideration for consumer applications and daily use cases.
Figure 6 compares Mime with other input techniques on performance vs. encumbrance axes. Along with other 3D gestural control techniques, Mime offers high performance and
unencumbered interaction, with the added advantage of being
embedded in the bezel of the HMD unit.

Gestural control with 3D cameras: Stereo cameras [19],
TOF cameras [11], and structured light sensors such as from
PrimeSense capture 3D scene structure in a depth map, which
is then processed to identify gestures. 3D cameras retain all
the advantages of standard 2D cameras but offer better performance and support complex gestures through acquiring position and motion cues in real time. The main limitations in
using 3D sensors for mobile devices and smart wearables are
high power requirements, bulky form factor, heat dissipation,
and computational complexity.

MIME TOF MODULE: 3D HAND LOCALIZATION USING
TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS

We now describe Mime’s signal processing pipeline, which
is based on parametric modeling of scene response [10]. The
ﬁrst step is the estimation of 3D hand position using timeresolved measurements.

In addition to the aforementioned gesture recognition systems, wearable sensors such as Digits [9] have also been proposed for precise full-hand tracking. Similar to hand-held
controllers and voice input, wearable sensors allow non-lineof-sight user interaction.

Localization setup: As shown in Figure 7, there are three
baseline-separated photodiodes, D1 , D2 and D3 , with a total
baseline length L. An incoherent, near infrared (NIR), pulsed
light source, S, with repetition period T is co-located at the
origin with D2 . The light source and photodiodes are omnidirectional and lack spatial resolution.

Comparisons with Mime

Figure 5 shows the accuracy vs. power trade-offs comparing
Mime with other real-time sensors useful for HMD interaction that are compact and enable unencumbered interaction.
Compared with these other sensing modalities, Mime offers
fast and precise 3D gesture sensing at low power.

The user’s hand, denoted by H, is considered to be a
diffuse reﬂector with reﬂectivity ρ at unknown coordinates
(xh , yh , zh ). For numerical reasons, we ﬁnd it convenient
to operate in spherical coordinates (Rh , θh , φh ) rather than
Cartesian coordinates. We denote the maximum range by
Rmax , so 0 ≤ Rh ≤ Rmax . Since Mime is a front-facing

As the ﬁdelity and size of HMDs improve, we expect that unencumbered input will be an important user interface design
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R = 0.1 m

R = 0.3 m

R∗ = 0.46 m

R = 0.6 m

Figure 9: Slices of the 3D likelihood function for four values of radial distance R when the true value is R∗ = 0.46
m. Parameters from the hardware prototype are used: illumination by a Gaussian pulse with duration 200 ns, baseline
2L = 10 cm, Ts = 30 ns, T = 100 μs, and SN R = 20 dB.

Figure 7: The Mime TOF sensing setup indicating the system
variables and the geometric arrangements.

value of ρ was sufﬁcient to achieve desirable 3D localization
performance irrespective of the variability in hand sizes and
shape changes during gestural interaction. We also found that
Mime’s 3D localization accuracy decreases for small hands,
simply because of decrease in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

sensor, we also have 0 ≤ θh , φh ≤ π. The placement of
light source and sensors on a horizontal line creates two-fold
vertical symmetry (i.e., even symmetry around φ = π/2).
The hand is effectively modeled as a point source since temporal variations attributed to reﬂected light coming from different regions of H are at high frequencies relative to Mime’s
low system bandwidth and sub-Nyquist sampling rate.

Maximum likelihood (ML) hand localization: Given ρ,
L, s(t), T , Ts , and the 3N noisy data samples {ri [n]}N
n=1 ,
i = 1, 2, 3, we would like to estimate the 3D hand position (Rh , θh , φh ). We assume the noise is additive Gaussian,
yielding a nonlinear least square estimation problem.

The outputs of the photodiodes are digitized with a sampling
period Ts . The analog-to-digital converters and LED pulsing
are synchronized to measure absolute time delays.


⎫2
⎧
P S+Di P 
N ⎨
3 
⎬
ρ g nTs −

c
ri [n]−
2 P S2 D P 2
⎩
⎭
4π
i
P =(R,θ,φ)

(R̂h , θˆh , φ̂h ) = arg min

i=1n=1

Signal modeling: Denote the illumination pulse shape by
s(t). The light backscattered by the user’s hand is incident
at the photodiodes. Let li (t) denote the scene impulse response from the source to photodiode i for i = 1, 2, 3. Using
Lambert’s law for diffuse reﬂectors we have


ρ
HS+Di H
+b,
s
t−
li (t) =
4π 2 HS2 Di H2
c

The hand position that minimizes the cost function is chosen
as the estimate. This minimization is implemented using gradient descent in spherical coordinates that is initialized using
a minimization on a coarse grid; we found the use of spherical
coordinates to lead to a simpler cost function with fewer local
minima. To further speed up computation, we keep track of
previous estimates using a fast Kalman tracker; the estimates
from the Kalman tracker are used to narrow the grid search.

where · denotes the Euclidean distance between two points
in 3D space, c denotes the speed of light, and b is the contribution due to sunlight or other ambient light sources. Note
that we have not included the effect of the cosine factor from
Lambert’s law because the change in perceived luminance is
dominated by radial fall-off.
Sampling and background rejection: Let h(t) denote the
impulse response of the three identical photodiodes. We apply an analog notch ﬁlter with impulse response f (t) at the
output of the photodiode to ﬁlter out background signal at low
frequencies (less than 100 Hz). The digital samples measured
with sampling period Ts are


ρ
HS+Di H
,
ri [n] =
g
nT
−
s
4π 2 HS2 Di H2
c

Note here that even in the noiseless case, the problem is degenerate because of two-fold vertical symmetry. This appears
as symmetry in constant-radius slices of the likelihood function, as shown in Figure 9. The degeneracy could be alleviated by adding a fourth photodiode at an off-axis location.
Instead, we resolve this degeneracy by using the RGB camera to check for the presence of human hand in the ROI corresponding to the two degenerate solutions. Aside from the
two-fold symmetry, ﬁne vertical resolution is achievable even
though the light source and sensors lie on a horizontal line.

n = 1, . . . , N = T /Ts , where g(t) = f (t)∗h(t)∗s(t).

The estimated 3D coordinate could lie anywhere on the hand
surface, depending on the hand shape, position, and gesture.
While this may seem a limitation, the position within the hand
remains stable through hand motions, so the gesture identiﬁcation and tracking performance is not affected.

Size, shape, orientation, and skin color of human hands:
The reﬂectivity ρ includes the effects of both skin color and
geometric parameters. Mime uses a ﬁxed value of ρ obtained
through calibration rather than an estimated value. The color
factor is approximately constant because the illumination is
at NIR wavelength [3]. The use of a single value of ρ despite
variations in geometry is supported experimentally; radial
falloff is the dominant cause of signal attenuation and a ﬁxed

Comparison with classical source localization: Conventional source localization based on TOF measurements using a detector array is solely based on time delay estimation; it does not incorporate any target reﬂectivity information. This is important because the target reﬂectivity is typically unknown, and inaccurate models or estimates for ρ introduce large errors in position estimation. First the samples
ri [n] are used to estimate time delay or light path length,
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Figure 8: Mime data acquisition pipeline showing the system parameters and hardware components.
P S+Di P , at each detector. Then, the individual delay estimates are used for 3D coordinate estimation using
triangulation. It is well known that the estimation accuracy
depends on system bandwidth, baseline, working range and
SNR [6]. Mime’s TOF processing pipeline achieves better
localization accuracy by exploiting target reﬂectivity rather
than discarding it. Incorporating a physically-accurate reﬂectivity model in the ML solution framework improves 3D position estimation accuracy.

pixel area in the 2D camera’s FOV and therefore require a
larger ROI window.
In the next few sections, we discuss the hardware implementation, calibration, gesture sensing and experiments to validate performance.
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The Mime sensor—shown schematically in Figure 8—is built
using the following off-the-shelf optoelectronic components:

Next, we discuss how the acquired 3D hand coordinates are
used with RGB image-based gestural recognition.

Light source: Our illumination source is a high-speed NIR
(850 nm wavelength) LED with high peak power from OSRAM semiconductor (SFH 4236). The LED has half angle
of 20◦ with diffusion of 90◦ over the range of interest and
is eye safe. We pulse this LED using a laser diode driver
from Maxim with high-peak current. High peak power leads
to high SNR, and therefore we require less averaging via repeated pulsing. We use a low pulse repetition frequency of
10 KHz and a pulse width of 200 ns with a rise time of 70 ns
(modulation bandwidth ≈ 5 MHz).

REGION OF INTEREST RGB-IMAGE PROCESSING

The camera embedded in the HMD unit captures an RGB
image of the scene in front of the user. This image alone
may be used for hand gesture recognition using well-known
computer vision techniques [19], but this approach has two
problems: it does not possess range or depth information required for 3D gestures, and it has poor practical performance.
Real-world scenes are complex and contain objects of various shapes, textures and colors which cause the conventional
methods to fail.

Photodiodes: We use fast PIN silicon photodiodes from
Thorlabs (part no. FDS100) with a rise time of 50−70 ns
(typical). The photodiode output is ﬁltered using an analog
notch ﬁlter to reject low frequency, followed by signal ampliﬁcation using a Maxim low-noise ampliﬁer (MAX 3806).

Mime uses a RGB camera whose FOV is registered with the
TOF sensor’s FOV. Instead of processing the entire image
to identify hand gestures, Mime uses the 3D hand coordinates to ﬁrst select an ROI in the RGB image and then applies
gesture recognition algorithms. Speciﬁcally, the ROI data is
processed using skin color segmentation, followed by shape
recognition, feature extraction, and gesture recognition using
a trained SVM classiﬁer [19].

Sampling: We used a low-jitter 4-channel USB oscilloscope
with a built-in function generator (PicoScope model 6404b)
for sampling the ampliﬁed light signal and also to generate
the sync signal to measure absolute time delays. We also use
a scope bandwidth of 5 MHz (sub-Nyquist compared with
pulse modulation) and a sampling period of Ts = 30 ns.

Mime’s approach of fusing the 3D information with RGB
data via ROI identiﬁcation is simple, yet powerful. It has
two major advantages over traditional RGB gesture sensing:
it signiﬁcantly reduces false positives to drastically improve
the robustness and accuracy of computer vision techniques,
and computation overhead is reduced since only a small portion of the image needs to be processed to extract gestural
information. In our prototype, the ROI window size is chosen
based on the range value, Rh . Closer objects occupy larger

The Mime sensor was implemented in a compact form factor
with careful circuit design. The sensor was mounted on a
pair of Vuzix smart glasses that has a full-FOV see-through
display for both eyes and a built-in RGB camera.
Calibration

FOV registration: We registered the FOVs of the RGB camera and the TOF sensor in the transverse or x−y plane by
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Left

Up

Up shifted

Right

Down

Figure 10: Sensor data visualization for varying hand positions. The red, green, and blue curves are the responses at the left,
center, and right photodiode, respectively. Note that the sensor closest to the hand has the strongest response and least time shift.
The Mime sensor has a vertical symmetry—the responses corresponding to Up and Down positions are very similar despite a
large hand displacement. However, in the top and bottom vertical halves, Mime achieves perfect localization as demonstrated by
signiﬁcant changes in detected response as the hand moves from the Up to the Up shifted positions.

Figure 11: Radial fall-off dominates signal amplitude. The
responses detected at a photodiode for a ﬁxed hand position
and varying hand gestures are very similar. This enables
Mime to achieve robust 3D hand localization for different
skin colors and gesture shapes.
tracking the user’s ﬁnger in a clutter-free setup using both
modalities. Using the x−y coordinates generated by the
RGB image-based and Mime’s TOF sensor, we computed
the rigid body transformation (rotation and translation) using
point cloud registration algorithms [19].

Figure 12: Mime operation in strong sunlight conditions.

System impulse response: The system impulse response
g(t) was measured by directly illuminating the photodiodes
with the pulsed LED, sampling the output signal ﬁnely, and
applying parametric curve ﬁtting. We observed that our system response is approximated well by a Gaussian pulse shape.

still small. But using the ML estimation framework discussed
earlier, Mime is able to successfully resolve this challenging
resolution test case. Figure 10 also demonstrates the two-fold
vertical symmetry in our system—the responses from the top
and bottom halves are identical. The symmetry is resolved using the RGB camera. Adding a fourth, off-axis sensor would
also allow us to resolve the ambiguity.

Hand reﬂectivity: We estimated ρ empirically by measuring
the photocurrent amplitude under strong diffuse NIR illumination to eliminate the effect of radial fall-off. To achieve this,
we conducted this measurement in a dark room to eliminate
background, and set the LED in a high-power continuous illumination mode. Also, as shown in Figure 11, the radial falloff dominates the signal amplitude over the hand reﬂectivity
and surface area.

Daylight insensitivity: In Figure 12, we show outdoor
hand tracking in bright daylight. The depth is coded in the
color and size of the tracked squares. Mime’s accuracy and
frame rates remain unaffected using our hardware-based
low-frequency rejection. Notice the accurate performance
despite the presence of pedestrians in the camera’s FOV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Power and working range: The bulk of the power in a system with active illumination is consumed by the light source.
Mime’s TOF illumination unit consumes 25 mW and the
three ampliﬁed photodiodes require a total of 20 mW. Greater
working ranges require stronger illumination and hence more
device power. For the same working range of 4 ft, PMD’s
depth camera consumes 3.5 W, compared with the Mime TOF

Localization accuracy and resolution: For gestural control applications, sensing changes in hand position is critical.
We tested resolution, deﬁned as the ability to detect small
changes in hand position as it moves across the sensor FOV.
Figure 10 shows plots of the data captured at two close hand
positions. Although the variation in data is noticeable, it is
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module’s 45 mW total power budget. Such low powers make
Mime an ideal candidate for mobile implementations. The
mobile RGB camera consumes an additional 75 mW.
Latency: The Mime TOF system (data acquisition, transfer
to memory, and computation) achieves a latency of 8−10 ms,
which translates to 3D localization at more than 100 frames
per second (fps) (see supplementary video). When integrated
with the RGB camera, the overall frame rate is limited by
image capture operating at 30 fps.
Using the Mime sensor, we implemented a number of motionactivated and shape-based gestures.
GESTURE SENSING USING MIME

Figure 15: The Mime sensor’s 3D localization data improves the robustness of RGB-image based gesture recognition. (Top) Notice that the skin colored targets (human hands)
in the RGB camera’s FOV are rejected because they do not
fall inside the identiﬁed 2D ROI. (Bottom) Mime’s algorithmic framework cannot be used to reject cases in which there
are multiple skin-colored objects in the identiﬁed RGB ROI.

Gestures using 3D motion tracking: Mime’s 3-pixel TOF
sensor accurately captures 3D hand position at high frame
rates. We track user’s hand movement over time and implement several motion-controlled gestures using Mime’s TOF
module alone. These are swipe (left-to-right, up-to-down),
point-and-click, zoom in and out using depth, circle and arc
gestures (see Figures 13 and supplementary video). To verify repeatability we asked 3 users with different hand sizes
to test each motion gesture implemented using our prototype.
Mime achieved at least 95% detection accuracy and less than
3% false positive rates for all implemented motion gestures.
Extensive user evaluation is a subject of future work.

circle

point-and-click

swipe

Shape-based gestures using RGB+3D data fusion: Using
the RGB+3D fusion approach, Mime adds ﬁner shape-based
gestural control. By capturing ﬁnger arrangements, we implement gestures like holding ﬁngers in an L-shape to take
a picture, C-shape for crop, the OK gesture and thumbs-up
(see Figure 18). We also note that Mime does not acquire
a complete 3D hand model, as is captured by Leap Motion
Controller or Digits [9]. Compared with these sensors, Mime
supports fewer 3D gestures and has reduced accuracy; however, it also consumes less power and is not encumbering.
The performance of gesture recognition using 2D color images is well studied [13]. These methods work accurately
in the absence of clutter, which causes outliers and false
positives. In Mime’s processing framework, such outliers
are rejected using the 3D and 2D data fusion approach described earlier, thereby leading to an overall increase in system robustness and gesture recognition rates. To test how
well Mime’s clutter rejection works, we placed multiple user
hands and faces in the Mime sensor’s FOV. Only one of these
hands was within the TOF sensor’s range, and the goal was
to identify the ROI containing this hand. As shown in supplementary video and Figure 15, Mime is able to successfully
reject the outliers and increase detection accuracy.

zoom in-out

Figure 13: Motion-controlled gestures implemented using
only the 3D coordinate data acquired by Mime’s TOF sensor.

circle

arc
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INTERACTION TECHNIQUES AND HMD USE CASES

right

up

down

zoom

point

click

This section presents demonstrative styles of interaction utilizing the Mime sensor in various real-world HMD use cases.
The Mime sensor was mounted on the Vuzix glasses; the application is seen through the display of the smart glasses. For
each application, we highlight components of the Mime sensor that are utilized to make the interaction possible.
Augmented menu interaction: We demonstrate navigating
an augmented interface through the glasses display (see Figure 16). The user navigates to any element by appropriately
moving their hand to the target icon. Activating an application is achieved by controlling the z-dimension, that is, by

Figure 14: Implementation of 3D motion-activated gestures
using only the 3D hand coordinates. Mime’s motion tracking
works accurately in cluttered environments.
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Adjust crop window

Figure 16: Augmented menu interaction using motion gestures: arc to activate menu, and point-and-click to select item.
an analog “push” gesture that is measured through relative zmotion over a highlighted icon. This example only requires
the 3D TOF tracking without any RGB component. The
resolution in all three dimensions is sufﬁciently accurate to
achieve real-time, in-air menu navigation. Thus, this scenario
is invariant to clutter in the environment, daylight presence,
or poor lighting conditions. The in-air point and click requirements for such an on-the-go application are clearly achieved
by the Mime sensor.
Using Mime’s TOF module we also implemented swipe,
zoom, arc and circles which are natural, intuitive gestures for
navigating carousel-style interfaces.
In-air drawing and annotations: In the second use case we
present an in-air drawing interface that tracks and visualizes
a user’s hand motion to create a paint trail (see Figure 17) as
well as write and draw in air. We envision the applicability
of this use case in generating quick annotations to documents
on-the-go or simplifying search through drawing letters while
skimming through a contact list for names that begin with a
speciﬁc letter. Again, this set of applications only requires the
3D TOF tracking module and hence is invariant to the user’s
surroundings, making it ideal for quick input without the need
for external keypads.

Figure 18: Interactive photography application with shapebased gestures implemented using Mime’s 3D and RGB data
fusion approach. All gestures work accurately even in cluttered environments with competing targets.
to the HMD to take the picture, the user crops the image and
ﬁnalizes the selection using C-shape gestures. A key feature
of smart glasses is the ability to capture visual information
while we see it. Hence, input options that enable shortcuts to
such applications will determine the utility of such features.
In both these use cases ﬁrst use 3D TOF information to localize the hand target and then use RGB processing to identify
ﬁner gestures in the ROI.

Figure 17: In-air writing and drawing implemented only using Mime’s TOF sensor.
Interactive capture tools for photography: We now
demonstrate how 3D tracking combined with ROI-based
RGB processing provides ﬁne gestural control. In this
application we use the Mime sensor to allow manipulation
of visual content as we capture it. While capturing pictures
from a vantage point the user typically cannot manipulate it
on the display screen itself because of the smaller degrees
of freedom of control available and the inherently limited
display size. Our application allows the user to manipulate
visual content during the capture pipeline through gestures
that map to the scene or region of interest being captured.
The key concept is that the user is using gesture to interact
with the image while the photo is being taken and the scene
and desired view is fresh and alive.

Immersive gaming: In addition to content consumption,
portable devices are increasingly used for recreation. Bringing an immersive gaming experience closer to the user
through HMDs has been explored in several contexts [16].
The Mime sensor provides gaming control without the
need for additional controllers. We demonstrate fast and
precise performance of the Mime sensor through a gaming
application. Speciﬁcally, we use the Mime sensor to play the
popular Fruit Ninja game (see supplementary video). The
application requires short reaction times both by the user and
the sensing system to effectively advance through the game.
LIMITATIONS

The sensor system introduced in this paper is designed to provide free-form input to always-on HMDs. The Mime sensor is optimized to capture interaction-speciﬁc input from the
user—speciﬁcally, single-hand (and ﬁnger) tracking close to
the HMD. This is an example of the increasing number of

As shown in Figure 18, the user makes an L-shaped gesture,
which activates the camera and begins taking a picture. Depth
based zoom allows the user to control focus. After gesturing
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to the system is essential for an effective on-the-go computing
experience. The Mime sensor is one such effort to provide a
compact, low-power 3D gesture sensor which is amenable to
mobile size and power constraints.

application-speciﬁc sensors that trade generality for performance in order to create a better experience for the user.
However, a substantive understanding of the limitations of the
sensor is necessary to evaluate the gamut of applications this
input technique can support. Here, we will go over the limitations of the Mime sensor and optimal conditions of operation
to provide the reader a holistic understanding of trade-offs.
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1. Single-handed operation. The Mime sensor is designed
for single-handed multiple-ﬁnger operation. This could
prove to be a limitation for more complex gestural activity such as digital 3D sculpting.
2. Multiple ﬁnger detection. Since multiple ﬁnger detection relies on the RGB component of the Mime sensor, the
performance of the detection algorithm will depend on the
RGB sensor and its limitations.
3. Region of interest deﬁnition. The region of interest in the
current Mime implementation is assigned as a function of
distance measured under the assumption that closer objects
occupy a larger FOV area. This can often lead to the presence of objects other than the hand in the ROI which will
impact performance in the case of multi-ﬁnger detection.
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OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION

Here, we outline steps towards practical integration of the
Mime sensor prototype with HMDs or other mobile devices.
1. For a standalone implementation of the sensor, sampling,
analog-to-digital conversion and processing needs to be enabled on a micro-controller unit. Due to the sensor’s low
power requirements, battery operation is trivially extended.
2. Demonstrate multi-ﬁnger detection accuracy and tracking.
This will require sophisticated computer vision processing
within the ROI to mitigate the effect of extraneous objects
that may lie within the ROI.
3. Introduce multiple-hand tracking and expand the set of gestures supported.
Placement of the Mime sensor on the HMD governs the set
of supported gestures. The baseline requirement of the Mime
sensor makes it ideal for placement along the HMD frame,
facing the world. This conﬁguration naturally elicits user interaction in front of their body, and may be useful in creating
an immersive experience.
Close-to-body discreet interaction using subtle actions is
highly desirable. This conﬁguration is possible via a sidefacing or downward-looking Mime sensor. Mime’s highly
precision tracking and localization makes it possible to accurately detect subtle gestural movements. Such Mime sensor
conﬁgurations are subject of future consideration.
The use of computing systems is deﬁned and limited by the
set of input actions available to the user. Desktop systems
limit the interaction space to the keyboard and mouse. The
use of touch devices conﬁnes the user to the boundaries of the
display itself. Emerging wearable displays like Google Glass
attempt to dissolve the boundary between the display and the
computing platform behind it, thereby making the user experience more mobile. While output to user is achieved through
information overlaid on displays, designing responsive input
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